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Social Connections Matter

How we connect is changing

Not simply because it is digital

Or because the scale of our 
networks has changed

We no longer choose in isolation 



Social Connections Matter

How we connect is changing

Algorithmically influenced human 
networks

Which friend do I engage with?

Who do I become friends with?

Newsfeed

PYMK



Curation Algorithms

Social relationships 
algorithmically mediated 

Algorithms sift through possibilities 
to identify what I want

People choose
Algorithms set the choice set 

Curation affects probability of me 
ever encountering option



Argument Today

Curation algorithms broken

Not a specific algorithm
The whole category

Not a problem of incentives
(e.g. Facebook)

Faulty assumption underlies 
theory and design of algorithms



Curation Algorithms

Data on User 
Preferences

Training 
Procedure

Curator

Important known problems
- Training data non-random
- Distribution shift
- Exploit/explore tradeoff

There is a more basic problem
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Curation Algorithms

Data on User 
Preferences

Training 
Procedure

Curator

Choices

Algorithms implicitly equate choice with preference

Revealed preference

Intuitive assumption: building block of axiomatic choice theory

Unfortunately it is wrong…



Curation Algorithms

Data on User 
Preferences

Training 
Procedure

Curator

Preference

Choices



Not just in behavior you regret
End of a long day spouse says 
“You forgot to take out the 
trash!”

One failure of revealed 
preference particularly 
noteworthy

Revealed Preference Fails



Ex: Ward, Zanna and Cooper (1974)

White subjects interview White and Black “job 
applicants”

They asked people what they thought about the 
Black applicant. 
Note the year – no taboos
Many people were happy to say race-speficic
things (“I would never hire a black person”)

Not the important part of the study

They measured several behaviors

Physical distance Eye contact

Interview lengthSpeaking patterns
More racial bias in behaviors than attitudes



Should sound familiar

Implicit bias

People generally favor own-group

But behave more biasedly than preferences

Many of us are desire diversity and equality

Many of us inadvertently behave otherwise
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Implicit bias

People generally favor own-group

But behave more biasedly than preferences

Many of us are desire diversity and equality

Many of us inadvertently behave otherwise

BRENDAN MILLER JAMAL JONES



Implicit bias has structure

It happens when we behave automatically

Low deliberation

Quick choices

Low consequences

Sound familiar?



Curation Algorithms

Data on User 
Preferences

Training 
Procedure

Curator

Choices

Trained mostly (but not always) in high automaticity contexts

…learn our outgroup favoritism from our behaviors

…which has more bias than our actual preferences

I click less, linger less on an outgroup friend’s post

Algorithm infers I ”like” it less



Curation Algorithms

Data on User 
Preferences

Training 
Procedure

Curator

Choices

Worse than mirroring bias

Outgroup posts get lower ranked and thus less likely to ever be seen

So posts are now doubly penalized

Human bias: Less likely to click when seen

Algorithmic bias: Less likely to be seen

Importantly not universal: larger in contexts of automatic behavior



Lab Experiment

Subjects engage with content generated by 
people

Books were a bit too close to home so we chose 
movies



Lab Experiment

Random assignment of names meant we kept 
constant the true “likingness”

BRENDAN MILLER JAMAL JONES

Question: does click rate depend on ingroup 
identity?

But recall we have one more key prediction

Incentivized choices
So one of the movies they’d actually get free

Bias depends on automaticity! 



Lab Experiment

Automaticity manipulated through time 
pressure

And count down clock

Question: more clicks of ingroup recs? 

Question: greater gap when rushed?

1000 subjects



Click Rate differences

Here in-group is defined as same race or gender

Recall: Random assignment of movies meant 
we kept constant the true “likingness”

But of course all we have done is recreate a 
known psychological bias

Ingroup

Not 
Rushed

Rushed

C
lic

k 
P

ro
b
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ili

ty

Let’s imagine these are two different worlds

The people are the same…so statistically their 
preferences are the same

Algorithm trained from one world’s data 
Or the other? 



Algorithm Ranking

Trained on 
deliberate behavior

Ingroup

Trained on automatic 
behavior
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Outgroup posts ranked lower

But only if data comes from 
the rushed condition



Algorithm Ranking

Outgroup posts ranked lower

But only if data comes from 
the rushed condition

Algorithmic bias has crept in 
here 

But does it… in the world?

Trained on 
deliberate behavior

Trained on automatic 
behavior
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Ingroup



Recruit participants to 
screenshare while scrolling 
through FB

Track first 60 non-sponsored 
posts. 

(Unbeknownst to participant) 
record race of friend behind 
each post

Look at how ingroup and 
outgroup posts rank



Ingroup

Ingroup posts ranked higher

Ingroup and Outgroup post rankings



Ingroup posts ranked higher

Ingroup and Outgroup post rankings

Chronological rank

Ingroup
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Maybe actual preferences (not 
just algorithm) also have this 
bias?

Asked subjects 
“how much do you want to see 
this post?” [1-7]
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Ingroup posts ranked higher

Ingroup and Outgroup post rankings

Ingroup posts much higher 
probability of being in the top 5

Is this happening because of 
automaticity? 

How do we unpack?



Difference between PYMK and 
Newsfeed

Newsfeed involves very quick 
decisions

PYMK involves very deliberate 
decisions
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No ingroup bias

Audit PYMK. Compare where 
suggestion ranks to….

First 60 recommendations, 
“how familiar are you with this 
person?” [1-7]

(Unbeknownst to participant) 
record race of recommended 
friend
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Returning to Newsfeed we 
have suggestive evidence of 
algorithm’s increasing bias

We see outgroup posts are 
ranked lower which means… 
1) They are less seen
2) But also less liked when 

seen

So we looked at 10 most recent 
likes/interactions a person had



Finally we ran all of these in a 
different context….

India: Ingroup defined by 
religion. Hindu and Muslim



Summary

• In controlled lab conditions…

– Automatic behavior produces bias

– Algorithms trained on that data recreate bias

• Meaningful problem on Facebook

– Large ingroup bias in newsfeed

– But not on PYMK where behavior is less automatic

– Repeats on an audit study of Muslim/Hindus in India

• Opens up important questions of..

– Algorithm design

– Social impact


